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I take every day as an opportunity to meet new people and learn new things from my various mentors in life and 

everyone .On the event that took place at the Bidco grounds in Thika I learnt a lot. From the event organizer himself 

Reverend Dr Weche I got to know of how I had resources at the palm of my hands and I was misusing it. From this I 

will invest my time on my contacts who are also my mentors. This are the likes of Josphat Lowoi and Earnest 

Omondi who happened to participate in the joining of an international program by Christie Weche which sponsors 

students around the world  as they participate in the Leangap program which invites teenagers to  Boston and San 

Francisco  where they embark on an intense five week  journey to build real scalable companies 

 

Josphat Lowoi as he mentors his fellow mentees 

It is through the friends one surrounds himself  with 

in this world that one succeeds .It is also evident in 

this world that change is the only constant thing 

,one cannot recover time already lost but one can 

utilize the time he/she  has left .I learnt that  like 

entrepreneurship is the most rewarding field to 

venture in .The unemployment rate in this world is 

increasing very highly and the people who can 

reduce this rate are entrepreneurs .From the 

second  speaker of the day I learnt on the 

importance of how you treat people and how one 

talks to people .One can easily get around this 

world by the way you approach people, how you 

talk to them and how you look at them . 
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the most appropriate way to talk to someone is by straight eye contact, this not only  shows you are concentrating 

but also shows that you have interest in the message being conveyed .depression is a factor that hinders 

development among many people .From the knowledge I have from this I will try as much to avoid depression 

causing factors like stress and heartbreaks .I also got to know about the transparency of a person ,  this is the outward 

message you communicate to people this is by your eyes and your body posture .Again this is another important 

factor of communication .From this I will concentrate on being more of an upright seater  and walk with confidence 
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I happened to have a one on one  session with the now 

chairman of Bidco Mr. Vimal Shah I got to know the 

important aspect of time and utilizing your every minute and 

second .it was during the lunch break hour when I  

approached him and instead of stop eating and answering 

my questions he ,did both as he did not want any time 

wasted  ,this is one of the key facts to rising a steady 

business and its success .I also acknowledged that 

entrepreneurship and IT is one of the best courses to follow 

since the current world is changing to a technological world 

.From the character traits of Dr Vimal Shah  I will now always 

push hard at everything I do , getting rejected is just a 

chance to always do the task at hand again but correcting  

where I went wrong and if it does not work there is always 

another way into the same situation .I will also concentrate 

on goals I have set up for myself as goals will always keep 

me busy and uncomfortable . 

Dr Weche ,Mr. T.R.M ,Earnest Omondi and Mrs Rosemary 

(from the left) 

This I learnt from Dr Vimal Shah as he stated that it was his job to keep the workers uncomfortable to constantly 

produce good results at work. From Mr. T.R.M I got to know of the importance of religion .From him I will put my 

faith in my works through my religion as having a common supreme being will always push you even in the hard 

times .I will also focus on taking risks as an entrepreneur always dives into the sea for him to thrive and even if it goes 

the other  way one always learns from his past and does better the next time .I  got to know on the importance of 

branding and what you would like to communicate out to people  ,this is from Boniface Omina .I know will guard my 

reputation with my life and always leave a positive mark where ever I go . 

 

Boniface Omina teaching on importance of branding 

 


